STARTING
OVER

While downsizing to a new georgetown row house, a couple enlists their
northern virginia designer to edit a lifetime of collected art and furniture.
w r i t t e n b y j en n i f er s er g en t

p h o t o g r a p h y b y angi e s e cki nge r

interior design Annette Hannon, Annette Hannon Interior Design, Ltd.
bedrooms 3

bathrooms 4

square feet 3,940
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t all started with a guest room—in another house. Designer
Annette Hannon was just completing the small suite in her
clients’ 11,000-square-foot home in Spring Valley when they
found a new property in Georgetown: a 19th-century row house

that a builder had just renovated. With their three children grown,
Hannon says, “the homeowners really wanted to downsize and liked
being close to everything in the city.”
Hannon, who had already gotten a taste for her clients’ style in their

A builder had already renovated this stately
circa-1900 Georgetown row house when
designer Annette Hannon’s clients purchased
it. Opposite: Hannon chose a vibrant rug from
the owners’ previous home to anchor the living
room, top, and incorporated their Delftware
collection, bottom, throughout the foyer.

previous house, immediately began taking inventory of what would be
retained for the new one, which was about one-third the size. “I was
fortunate to inherit a wealth of good pieces to work with,” Hannon
says, explaining that her clients have lived abroad and traveled the
world, accumulating fine art, rugs and furnishings along the way.
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The designer’s priority was curating the art—mostly European
Impressionist oils mixed with other paintings by artists in Maine,
where the owners have a summer house. “Wherever they are, they
really embrace the culture and the people—and the art really brings
back great memories for them,” Hannon says. To display it, she adds,
“We used the landings to highlight some pictures, but also to bridge
the gap and introduce the next set of artwork throughout the house.”
The living room, in particular, is a showcase for works from Maine and
the Netherlands, where the couple once lived. To ground the space,
Hannon zeroed in on a rug the owners had in the old house. “The
design is mesmerizing,” she says. “There’s so much movement in it, and
it’s really quite warm and inviting.” Hannon pulled colors from the rug’s
pattern for the upholstery and window treatments, and she tapped
decorative painter Charma Le Edmonds to glaze the wall panels for a
painterly look that wouldn’t compete with the artwork.
As she furnished each room, Hannon strategically mixed new pieces
from Baker and David Iatesta to accentuate the owners’ existing
furniture. In the dining room, she re-used the owners’ table and chairs
but commissioned custom storage chests from Iatesta that fit into the
room’s window niches. The next task was to highlight a 19th-century
screen the owners purchased in Japan. “I enjoy the Japanese aesthetic
because it’s quiet; it’s about clean lines,” says the wife, who wanted the
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The owners, who have a summer home in
Maine, are passionate about handcrafted
furniture—particularly the designs of
Maine-based Thos. Moser. A Moser chaise
adds a modern dimension to the traditional
paneled library across from the living room.

Custom David Iatesta cabinets fit neatly
into the dining room’s window niches.
Hannon used Pollack’s Heavenly fabric
for the Austrian shades; though sheer,
the fabric has a crosshatch that makes
it a little bit more interesting.
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dining room walls to flow from the screen’s design but was uncertain
how to do it. Edmonds stepped in with a wall mural that subtly echoes
the screen’s colors and design. “Charma understood the idea and made
it happen,” the wife adds. “Now, I love the entire room.”
Across the hallway, Hannon added warm cosmetic touches to the
Hannon placed the homeowners’
existing rug and furnishings in the
dining room but re-covered the chair
seats in an embroidered silk by Cowtan
& Tout. The owners purchased View of
a Dutch Town by K. Karsen while they
were living in the Netherlands.

newly built kitchen, again repurposing one of the owners’ rugs
and incorporating vibrant Roman shades that give life to the taupe
cabinets. Instead of placing a table and chairs in the corner, Hannon
opted for a sofa. “It’s a wonderful area where they both read the paper
in the morning,” she says. “It’s a much more comfortable environment
than just having chairs.”
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John Austin of Green Gardens landscaped
the terrace off the dining room, which is
furnished by Janus et Cie. The owners
purchased Ms. Audubon, a sculpture by
Cabot Lyford, at Harbor Square Gallery
in Rockland, Maine.
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As for that guest room, the couple enjoys frequent visits from their
children and grandchildren, so the home’s guest suite gets heavy use.
Thankfully, the guest quarters Hannon originally designed for the other

The designer visually connected the home’s
four stories by painting the foyer, stairwells
and landings with Farrow & Ball’s Stony
Ground. She paired a David Iatesta chair with
the owners’ rug on the second-floor landing,
which connects the kitchen and dining room.

house was easily transplanted with the addition of a vintage Gustavian
chest to top it off.
The owners are thrilled with the way Hannon pulled old and new
together. “I like it because it feels like me,” the wife says. “I appreciate
Annette’s calm, soothing style. It’s just so nice to be in. You can sit
down and you’re comfortable in it.” L
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Hannon designed a headboard
covered in Jim Thompson silk
for a guest room in the owners’
previous home—and reused
it for the new guest area.
She then added an antique
Gustavian chest from Tone
on Tone and topped it with
the owners’ Delftware.

